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IN THE MEMOIRS of people who grew up before the First World War, the theme recurs that the period between 1892 and 1914 or 1917 was unusually pleasant for a large privileged class. There is no doubt that during this time a thick crust of society was extraordinarily comfortable and secure. Nor is there much doubt that the First World War, unlike the Second, unexpectedly “burst like a bombshell upon ordinary people.”¹ What may be less authentic, however, is the concomitant recollection that the prewar age was one of solid calm and prosperity, of unrelied confidence in values and standards, and even of innocence.

The lamps which Sir Edward Grey imagined “going out all over Europe”² on August 4, 1914, “never had been quite so bright as men remembered them.”³ The prosperity which had largely been taken as a matter of course in the decades before the war was, it seems, extremely precarious. An upheaval of social standards, although as yet without the advantage of disillusionment, was already in progress. Leonard Woolf and his friends found themselves at the turn of the century “in the springtime of a conscious revolt against . . . what for short one may call Victorianism.”⁴ By 1892 the confidence of the mid-Victorian era had been profoundly shaken. “The nineteenth century,” said Whitehead, “was dead by the 1880’s; the 1870’s was its last lush decade; 1914 was only the mace-blow which confirmed the fact of its previous demise.”⁵

¹ MACMILLAN, WINDS OF CHANGE 1914-1939, at 59 (1966).
² GREY, TWENTY-FIVE YEARS 1892-1916, at 20 (1925).
³ THOMSON, ENGLAND IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 16 (1965).
⁴ WOOLF, SOWING: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE YEARS 1880 TO 1904, at 175 (1960).
⁵ PRICE, DIALOGUES OF ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD 363 (1954).
I. THE BEGINNINGS OF PROGRESS (1892-1917)

One of the greatest of social changes at the end of the nineteenth century was in attitudes toward poverty and misfortune, a change which bears directly on the current effort to advance human rights, since a considerable part of this effort is concerned with matters of economic, social, and cultural entitlement. It is true that all aspects of contemporary work for human rights have a long history and must, for a full view, be seen from the "perspective of centuries." Nonetheless, there was prevalent for a great interval in much of the Western world a "resolute refusal to admit that society had any responsibility for the causes of distress."

This harsh approach to social problems was largely overthrown on the threshold of the twentieth century. In 1902 Woodrow Wilson concluded his A History of the American People by saying that statesmen then knew it was to be their task to "make law the instrument, not of justice merely, but also of social progress." New policies of social reform aimed at "the idea of greater equality in the diffusion of welfare," and new modes of thought, were taking shape. Almost everywhere men felt themselves to be passing through a turning point in national development. If Tsarist Russia was partly an exception, that particular "blot on European civilization" was eradicated with a vengeance in 1917.

Along with changes in social attitudes, the late nineteenth century sowed the seeds of that "international functionalism" which now holds a marked place in the United Nations Charter. These developments are not unconnected. Radical thinking was, at the time, largely cosmopolitan. The far-reaching economic and technical innovations which have given impetus to demands for social reform have also compelled international cooperation and control. Surely "one of the most interesting phenomena in the history of the protection of human rights is the interconnection between na-
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9 Barker, Age and Youth 224 (1953).
tional and international activity.” An early example is the movement for protective labor legislation at the end of the nineteenth century which was international in character almost from the outset and which in the Berne Conference of 1906 secured what may be “the first multi-lateral international conventions in the wider field of the protection of the human person in history.” It is true that before 1914 there were no more than intimations of what later was to become the functional approach to international organization — and very little of any other approach.

To an extent, this parallels national development. While government regulation was growing before World War I, it was only during and after the war that the mass of people believed for the first time that their lives were “shaped by orders from above.” International coordination has increased hand in hand with the intensive organization of national life. Nonetheless, nearly all areas which are presently within the province of United Nations specialized agencies were subjected to some kind of international action before 1914. Leonard Woolf concluded in 1916 that the degree of international action was then great enough to bear hopefully on the prospects of international government. Mr. Jenks traces to Woolf’s report the beginnings of the idea that concern with human rights and welfare should be the mainspring of international organization.

International concern with human rights is, of course, quite old. It is indeed tempting to think of the historical measures that have been taken to protect the oppressed as an embodiment in “successive waves of specialization” of some not yet perfectly apprehended “great idea beating in the background of dim consciousness.” Perhaps this is an over-simplification of the evolution of internationalism. Yet attempts at international protection of what are now recognized as human rights may be found at least as early as the Treaty of Westphalia. There were other instances which recurred throughout the nineteenth century, and if their incidence was not entirely regular, neither was it random.
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18 Whitehead, Adventures of Ideas 23 (1933).
In liberal statesmanship of the last century it may even be possible to discern a cautious but conscious programme of reform. The practical efforts of the period cluster, for the most part, under three headings: Treaty Guarantees, Diplomatic Protection, and Humanitarian Intervention. Under the first heading, a guarantee of toleration for religious minorities became in the nineteenth century "a common feature of every major peace treaty," although, to be sure, these stipulations, like the minorities treaties of the League of Nations, were always a peculiar regime imposed mostly on marginal powers. It is undoubtedly in the abolition of the slave trade that the treaty technique had its most happy issue. By 1906 or so, there was certainly some expectation that treaty law might be of use as an instrument not of civilization merely, but also of human welfare.

The ordinary standards of civilization were, of course, the metewand of diplomatic protection. A state professing to be subject to international law was expected to come up to those standards. No doubt something of this idea also underlay the fitful doctrine of humanitarian intervention which, for all its weakness, did help "to implant the idea of limitations upon sovereignty imposed by respect for man." Edwin Borchard in 1915 was not unique in thinking that there is a set of basic rights which are enjoyed by the citizens of civilized nations and to which men everywhere are entitled. Diplomatic protection was in good part, he said, a special expression of those rights. Protection of citizens within their own country might also be secured in exceptional cases through humanitarian intervention.

From this idea of the "rights of mankind," it is, perhaps, no great distance to the sort of Declaration of the International Rights of Man which the Institut de Droit International adopted in 1929. If the six short articles of that declaration seem a little thin and obvious to contemporary taste, so, too, do the notions of "due process" and "equal protection" which the American draftsmen of that
declaration\textsuperscript{26} must surely have had in mind. Even so, Hyde was to say that the declaration must be "regarded as an expression of faith — 'the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen' — rather than as a statement of what the family of nations acknowledges to be the law to which its several members are obliged to conform."\textsuperscript{27}

Yet in what was said sometime afterwards of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, matters had not been much advanced. Besides, is there no middle ground between faith and positive promise?\textsuperscript{28} In the early part of this century, if the family of nations was not completely civilized, at least the standard of its achievement was by no means negligible and, perhaps, was even higher than it has been ever since. It was at that time not uncommonly believed, rightly or wrongly, that there were certain elementary human rights which were important ingredients of a civilized way of life. International law had adopted these rights as a standard of value, giving them practical expression in a number of specific rules. It is true that these rights were enforceable at the discretion of governments which might set great store by prudence and incapacity. But to the extent that their infringement provided a ground of action, these rights were not merely moral. They had, as Borchard put it, been "positivized."\textsuperscript{29}

Along with the idea of the rights of mankind, there was talk, then as now, of whether individuals are "subjects" of international law. The dogma that they are not had taken firm hold in the nineteenth century. Borchard stated in 1915 that the weight of authority correctly supported this conclusion.\textsuperscript{30} Towards the end of the last century, however, dissent from this doctrine began to appear with some frequency.\textsuperscript{31} For a brief period the dissent could point to two projects of 1907 under which individuals were granted standing before an international tribunal: the Hague Convention XII and the Central American Court of Justice.\textsuperscript{32} This nineteenth century dogma is said to have finally died at some uncertain time be-

\textsuperscript{26} See Brown, Editorial Comment, 24 Am. J. Int'l L. 126, 127 (1930).
\textsuperscript{27} 1 Hyde, International Law Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied by the United States 46 (2d ed. 1947).
\textsuperscript{28} Cf. Hebrews 11:39.
\textsuperscript{29} Borchard, op. cit. supra note 23, at 13.
\textsuperscript{30} Id. at 16-18.
\textsuperscript{32} See Kelsen, Principles of International Law 222-23 (2d ed. 1966).
tween 1948 and 1956, although there are some who feel that this report is still premature.

It has been thought that the question is one of great moment for the advancement of human rights. Yet, all in all, perhaps its importance has been exaggerated. International law has not really been prevented by dogma from dealing with matters of concern to individuals or from applying directly to them by virtue of international agreement. On the other hand, the most enthusiastic claims about the position of the individual in international law have been put forward only "within very definite limits and for special purposes."

The real problem is rather one of the position which human rights occupy in the scale of international values. It is a matter of how they fare against the opposition of countervailing aims and of how adequate are the means to their realization in rules of positive obligation. The question of whether or not it makes sense to say that individuals are "subjects" of international law is a peripheral, if not an indifferent, matter.

The concept of domestic jurisdiction has been thought to be a second doctrinal obstacle. The concept had not, of course, appeared in clear form before 1919, when it found expression in Article 15, paragraph 8, of the League of Nations Covenant. Before that, there were, instead, "the somewhat battered idols of sovereignty, state equality, and the like" which held a lofty place in the political theory of the nineteenth century. Yet, these "idols" have turned out, on analysis, to be of somewhat limited importance. It is simply mischievous to suppose that there are purely internal affairs of states with which international law is incapable of dealing.

Whether international law should undertake to deal with some particular matter is, on the other hand, a very different question. It may be undesirable or impracticable to regulate a certain field, although it is, in theory, capable of regulation. This sort of judg-
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33 Jessup, Transnational Law 3 n.6 (1956).
36 Cf. de Visscher, op. cit. supra note 22, at 125.
37 The covenant is reprinted in Sohn, Basic Documents of the United Nations 277, 282 (1956).
ment turns ultimately on communal standards of value and also, one would hope, on that sense of the distinction between ends and means which is one of the characteristics of high civilization.\textsuperscript{40} It is in this connection that notions of sovereignty, independence, and domestic jurisdiction may prove decisive. Those wretched phrases have emotional attachments which carry a weight as values which it would not be sensible to ignore, and, indeed the nineteenth century put powerful backing behind these sentiments. While the boundaries of the world were physically drawing closer together, whatever there had been of oecumenicity in the outlook of the eighteenth century was largely lost from view.\textsuperscript{41}

Nationalism is not, of course, a barrier to the realization of all human rights. In so far as it favors self-government, for instance, it would commonly be reckoned to be doing a good work. And there is, indeed, a variety of nationalism which is simply "a decent Confucian respect for the manner and customs in which, in one's country, one has been brought up."\textsuperscript{42} It is the refusal to admit of external standards of value which is ripe with dangerous consequences. A Swedish saying has it that "in the last analysis all culture comes from without: barbarism alone is indigenous."

The prevailing winds of nineteenth century legal thinking were particularly favorable to a dangerously narrow outlook. One current was the positivistic tradition, but although it can be turned to evil, it is not wholly the aberration it is sometimes made out to be. In the organic idea of law, there is more clearly a deep influence on the totalitarian ideologies of the present day. There is also the idea of law as unprincipled fiat. Fascism at least differs from, for example, Hegelianism, in having gathered into itself "those forces of irrationalism or anti-reason which came to the fore as the nineteenth century waned and passed over into the tumults of our own age."\textsuperscript{43}

It is, more than anything else, the tumults of our own age which explain contemporary preoccupation with human rights. The human rights clauses of the United Nations Charter are undoubtedly a consequence of the extraordinary barbarism of the immediate past. In a sense, "circumstances forced on the United Nations the prob-

\textsuperscript{40} Cf. Bell, CIVILIZATION 8-22, 61, 66-67, 129-30, 147-57 (1928).
\textsuperscript{42} Catlin, The Stronger Community 117 (1966).
\textsuperscript{43} Lloyd, The Idea of Law 204 (1964).
The Second World War had become, on the part of the Grand Alliance, a war for their enthronement. Even so, the Dumbarton Oaks draft referred to human rights only in a single sentence as one among many aims of economic and social cooperation. There is an important lesson in the hand played by unofficial groups and smaller powers in moving concern with human rights to the heart of the charter.

There has been a tendency to justify this concern by saying that questions of human rights are closely related to questions of peace. In fact, the correlation is not always quite exact. Too much meddling with other countries' domestic concerns may, as an interim matter, lead to the very violence that it is supposed to exclude. War, on the other hand, is often a promoter of social welfare. Still, there is some wisdom in the midrash of Simeon Ben-Gamaliel who said that the world rests on three basic things, justice, truth, and peace, and in the talmudic comment which adds that the three are really one: where justice is wrought, peace and truth are wrought also.

It is, perhaps, in its attitudes towards truth that the twentieth century differs most from the nineteenth. This change is not without sinister implications. In 1943 George Orwell spoke of his "feeling that the very concept of objective truth is fading out of the world." And in 1933 Paul Valéry wrote:

"Only a few years ago ... we still thought that in the world of the mind there were definite values, that a certain way of thinking, a certain general freedom of thought, a will to intellectual sincerity, intellectual precision had somehow gained, once and for all, the confidence of all humanity."

These statements may simply express disquiet with the systematic lying which seems to pervade modern political life. But there are deeper discouragements sounding under the surface, and these may be traced to the twenty-five years between 1892 and 1917. First, there was the revolution in the physical sciences. Whitehead

has told of how in the 1880's it was thought that nearly everything was known that could be known about physics. By the middle of the 1890's, there were a few tremors and by 1900, the Newtonian view of the world had been demolished. The understanding of physics which has come out of this crisis is rather elusive. It is not uncommonly supposed that it all proves that the natural world is untidy and intemperate and that there are insuperable limits to the possibilities of human knowledge. Perhaps this view is not quite accurate, as Robert Oppenheimer took pains to point out. But what does at least seem to be impossible nowadays is "a basis of common knowledge." The problem is thus one of the impoverishment of general culture.

The notion of limits to objective knowledge may be more accurately traced to a separate revolution of social thought in the 1890's. Here are the beginnings of the fashionable idea that everything depends on one's point of view, which Screwtape might well claim to be an invention of the devil. Perhaps the dangers of such prejudice in dealing with historical fact have been somewhat exaggerated. Certainly less has been heard of this theory since some people began to make a conscious practice of it; nonetheless, its influence on general culture has been profound.

What is even more lively is the concomitant view that standards of value are purely subjective and can be neither true nor false. "Deep-seated preferences," as Holmes put it, "cannot be argued about." Despite the ancient history of ethical relativism, for present-day purposes the seminal statement seems to be that of Max Weber in 1917. The consequences of this doctrine have created difficulties for the advancement of human rights. If not precisely an age of unbelief, this is surely a period sceptical of the foundations of belief. There would, indeed, seem to be a paradox in an age which is so uncertain of universals proclaiming a Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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51 PRICE, op. cit. supra note 5, at 345.
52 Id. at 302, 345.
53 ROUZÉ, ROBERT OPPENHEIMER 147 (1965).
54 HUGHES, CONSCIOUSNESS AND SOCIETY 66 (1958).
55 See LEWIS, THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS 139-40 (1943).
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II. THE ERA OF UNIVERSAL DECLARATION —
THE PARADOX OF COMMON GROUND AND
UNCOMMON ENFORCEMENT (1967)

In his Walgreen Lectures of 1949, Jacques Maritain spoke of a distinction between practical conclusions about human rights and the rational justification of those conclusions. It is possible, he said, for people who begin from different theoretical positions to come to "a merely practical agreement regarding a list of human rights." An obvious proof of this possibility is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Although not unaware of the importance of arriving at some common ground of action, Maritain did think it somewhat unsatisfactory that belief in human rights was not universally founded on a true philosophy, since what matters most in the end is the way in which men justify their beliefs.

Along the same line, it has been pointed out that the problem of advancing human rights is really twofold. It not only is a matter of preventing and repairing specific deprivations but is, more importantly, a matter of defending human rights in general against wholesale assaults on their validity. While no one will doubt the prudence of this counsel, it does, however, seem useless to ask that defenses be made stronger than they actually can be made. To people who are unsure that their most deep-seated convictions can have objective validity, the thought of trying to protect human rights by erecting a hedge of true philosophy is either a stumbling block or else foolishness.

It may be, however, that part of the difficulty lies in shadowboxing about what is meant by true philosophy. There is surely some similarity between the true believer who nonetheless admits that practical judgments are necessarily contingent and the passionate sceptic who nonetheless aims at avoiding, so far as possible, personal idiosyncracies. Human rights will in some degree in either case depend for their content on the considered assumptions of a particular culture or period. There is a fairly high premium on common understanding, at least among civilized nations, as Sir
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68 Maritain, Man and the State 76 (1951).
61 See Murray, We Hold These Truths 301-02 (1960).
Frederick Pollock emphasized in his essay on the law of nature. The discovery of common ground is not merely practical agreement. It raises what would otherwise be a weak private opinion to a power "which can be hoped, on thought, to look reasonable to any thinking man" and in that sense may be, as it seemed to Felix Cohen, "one of the great significant facts of our age."

A. Objections to the Declaration

The expression of rights in a definite text not only cumulates the probabilities in their favor, but it also heightens the quality of thought about them and fixes, as it were, a new starting point. This has been, for the most part, the experience of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which, during the past nineteen years, has been treated as a compact statement of communal standards of value. It may be just as well, therefore, that the groundwork in 1948 was rather spaciously laid down. There have been, it is true, objections to trying to cover too much ground, although they are not entirely persuasive.

(1) Lack of Common Understanding.—A first objection is that the Declaration has no firm basis in common understanding. Not only, it is said, cannot the Communists agree to much of it, which is sad, though not in itself of account for the rest of mankind, but also the economic and social ideals included in the Declaration are alien to the liberal Western tradition. Obviously, if all that is meant by this tradition is the negative notion of keeping authority at bay, the contention is true by definition. But argument in these terms presumes that classical political theory is so singularly flat that it allows no toe hold for other human values. The negative idea of liberty is perfectly consistent with the absence of self-government, and, indeed, there may have been a time not long ago when liberal-minded people did regard democracy as "fatal to individual freedom and to all the graces of civilized living." It may be that there is only a very tenuous connection between personal liberty and democratic rule and that the two, beyond a certain point, are incompatible. Yet surely it is a perilously shortsighted view of classical liberalism which supposes that it has been completely unconcerned with positive rights of participation in government.

Perhaps there is even a natural progression of thought from civil to political and then to economic and social rights. Exemplary liberals like E. M. Forster have shown radical sympathies, so long as planning is "for the body and not for the spirit," and this may be true to an extent even of John Stuart Mill. It would, at any rate, be a mistake to suggest that the Western democracies had never until twenty years ago been concerned with economic and social inequities. At all events, the inclusion of economic and social rights in the Universal Declaration was not, as has been said, "a considerable diplomatic victory for the Communist members of the United Nations." It would at least be a half-truth to call the Declaration a chiefly Western contrivance. Its social welfare provisions are shot through with much of the spirit of what President Roosevelt had said about "a second Bill of Rights" and with much of the substance of the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.

(2) Lack of Common Enforcement.—A second and more serious objection, perhaps, concerns the practical issue of enforcement. Not all of the provisions of the Declaration are everywhere susceptible of implementation to the same degree or by the same methods. Obviously, these are crucial considerations if the question is one of devising specific guarantees. It is now widely assumed that it would be futile to put all human rights under the protection of the same legal processes. The approach to economic and social rights, in particular, has to be somewhat different since there are, for the most part, greater difficulties in superintending the adequacy of steps taken towards their realization. Hence, the splitting of the United Nations covenant into two separate parts and the distinctive construction of the European Social Charter.

The difference, however, should not be exaggerated. There are simple social rights which it may be inexcusable not to enforce by
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law with all deliberate speed. Conversely, there are positive political rights which depend for their full realization on circumstances against which no writ can run, and it may be unhelpful to have these in a single treaty with the classical civil rights. Still, none of these considerations is inconsistent with saying that in order to assess the position of human rights "one must think of the economic, social and cultural, as well as of the political, rights."

It has, however, been argued that the differences of practicality and priority are so great that economic and social rights should have been excluded entirely from the Universal Declaration. This is the conclusion of Maurice Cranston in a book which is otherwise a signal contribution to the understanding of human rights. Cranston argues that a human right must, by definition, be morally compelling and that the authenticity of a human right is, therefore, to be tested by the two conditions of practicality and paramount importance. These criteria, he says, rule out the title of economic and social rights to inclusion in a list of human rights. No more appropriate criteria could, I expect, be devised by anyone who recognizes the relative validity of his convictions, yet I think Professor Raphael is correct in saying that Cranston's conclusion by no means follows from these premises. Too sharp a division between civil and social rights somewhat falsifies reality; the familiar typology is not necessarily a hierarchy of values.

B. Exclusion of the Basic Rights of Self-Determination

The Universal Declaration does not include at least one right of which a good deal has been heard and which is now given pride of place in the United Nations covenants. This is the right of peoples to self-determination. It is a collective right, which gives rise to obvious difficulties of deciding who are the people who are entitled to it, and in this sense it is manifestly different from the classical rights of liberty.

Yet even here it is possible to exaggerate the difference. The explosive force of national self-assertion derives from the desire
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81 Cf. Frankfurter, Mr. Justice Holmes and the Supreme Court 74 (2d ed. 1961).
of each member of a community which has suffered severe humiliation for "the comfort of his own self-respect."\textsuperscript{82} It is true that this craving for equality of status is not entirely free from self-contradiction. It would certainly be wrong to claim a necessary connection between personal liberty and collective self-direction. Nonetheless, the deep-seated demands which have had their issue in self-determination are, in some respects, very much akin to the reasons for requiring liberty.\textsuperscript{88}

It becomes necessary, at any rate, to deal with "an ideal which is perhaps more prominent than any other in the world today,"\textsuperscript{84} one which has drastically altered the whole order of priorities for the advancement of human rights. This change is quite uncomfortable for those whose emotions are not pitched to the values presently at the top of the scale. If one cannot agree with the mode in which priorities are graded, the result is likely to seem intolerably confused and lacking in discrimination. It is a disagreement about priorities which underlies much dissatisfaction with the very great emphasis placed in the United Nations today on questions of colonialism and white race-prejudice. The argument is not so much that these questions are unimportant. It is rather that issues which are felt to be no less paramount have been downgraded.\textsuperscript{85}

(1) \textit{Racial Inequality and the Problems of Dependent People.}

The current preoccupation with the problems of dependent peoples and of racial inequality has at least managed to keep what are commonly regarded as questions of human rights at a position towards the center of the political stage. Not only has the ability of a majority in the United Nations to compel discussion of these questions been settled but also under the Declaration on Colonialism,\textsuperscript{86} an incomparably elaborate system of superintendence has been set up. It is true that in article XI of the U.N. Charter, there is a somewhat singular basis for concern with non-self-governing territories. But the human rights clauses of the Charter are hardly less imposing.\textsuperscript{87}

\textsuperscript{82}Nyerere, \textit{Rhodesia in the Context of Southern Africa}, 44 \textit{Foreign Affairs} 373, 374 (1966).
\textsuperscript{84}Id. at 45.
Two general conclusions would seem to follow: one is that any issue of human rights may fitly be taken up in the United Nations, and the other is that the power to hear and rebuke which has been claimed by the Committee of Twenty-Four is also a prerogative of the Commission on Human Rights. This second conclusion, however, is not likely to be acted upon. The Commission has long persisted in a profession of impotence which it would now be embarrassing to recant. The first conclusion, on the other hand, has become a commonplace. It is widely assumed that in a case of human rights, Article 2, Paragraph 7, of the Charter, concerning matters of domestic jurisdiction, may be practically disregarded.

(2) Abandonment of the Reservation Clause.—There are, however, differing opinions about precisely what principle justifies this result. One argument supposes that discussion, inquiry, or even perhaps some more resolute measure, is not "intervention" as such and is therefore not prohibited. A second emphasizes that the members of the organization have assumed, under articles 55 and 56, some obligation in respect of human rights and cannot therefore claim that the matter is, in essence, one of domestic jurisdiction.

The first line of argument is open to the objection that it renders article 2, paragraph 7 meaningless. None of the organs of the United Nations, except the Security Council in special circumstances, is constitutionally competent to undertake enforcement measures. If the only point of article 2, paragraph 7 is to forbid coercive intervention, it really has no particular significance. But the second line of approach comes to a similar impasse. The provisions of articles 55 and 56 do not deal solely with human rights. They place the organization and its members under some obligation with respect to a wide range of governmental concerns and cover generally almost any question which might conceivably be claimed to be a matter of domestic jurisdiction. If the effect of articles 55 and 56 is to bar this claim, article 2, paragraph 7 is again virtually bereft of meaning.

It may be possible to reply to this criticism by saying that, far
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89 See, e.g., Issues Before the 21st General Assembly, INT'L CONC. No. 559, at 91 (Sept. 1966).
from being imperfectly open-ended, articles 55 and 56 merely set out some precise and narrowly defined obligations; but this is a statement about which it would be hazardous to be too confident. The answer to these objections is rather that an argument at the level of generality at which we have been speaking is seldom permitted in practice, however sound its construction, "to expand itself to the limit of its logic."91 In this regard, the value of article 2, paragraph 7 lies in its allowance for compromise92 and its counsel of caution in the exercise of powers which had to be cast in general terms.

Furthermore, the fact is that nearly all violations of human rights which have been acted upon in the United Nations have involved some form of large-scale and systematic discrimination on grounds of race, language, or religion. This state of affairs has prompted the suggestion that current practice only proves, at most, that the organization may take an interest in specific instances of widely cultivated inequality. There is no unequivocal precedent for any broader interpretation than that.93

However, it would be unwarranted to insist that contemporary practice has thereby defined once and for all the exact authority of the United Nations. What it does show is simply that, with some significant exceptions, countervailing aims have so far been strong enough to hold their own against the advance of human rights.

The task of realizing human rights would be formidable even if the only ends to be considered were those penultimate values which are drawn into the Universal Declaration. There would not only be the mechanical problem of constructing commensurate means. The ends themselves are in disarray and in rivalry with one another. The ranking of these values according to some general principle of preference is, I should think, what modern ideologies are all about.

In addition to these difficulties, there is the opposition of imperial and inward values, which are most keenly felt and which, too, have a tendency "to declare themselves absolute to their logical extreme."94 An extraordinary enthusiasm is required to set a limit to these countervailing aims; as a result, human rights have been taken up in the United Nations mainly on occasional gusts of emotion.

The process by which they are considered is quite haphazard and largely factious. Moreover, political assemblies are poorly equipped to base their judgment on principles that have a general applicability outside of the particular result involved. It is awkward that human rights should be obliged for protection to such inconstant methods, especially since at least some of these rights are concerned with bridling the unruly exercise of power.

(3) Alternative to Political Protection.—The special provision in Article 68 of the Charter for a commission on human rights suggests, perhaps, that an alternative to political protection was considered from the outset. Whether the commission itself is competent to act as that alternative is arguable. But clearly its first term of reference was the drafting of an international bill of rights which, in turn, suggests some regular means of enforcement. The Universal Declaration was put forward as a first step towards executing the plan for a bill of rights. The rest of the scheme fell for a while into a number of vagaries, but the undertaking has now been concluded with the two covenants — one on economic, social, and cultural aspects, the other on civil and political rights — which the General Assembly adopted and opened to signature at the end of 1966. The future vitality of these covenants is as yet uncertain.

C. Practical Problems of Agreement — Suggested Reforms

There are obviously great difficulties in getting governments to agree at once to observe a comprehensive list of rights. In view of these difficulties, it has sometimes been suggested that a more modest approach might meet with more favor. One such approach would break down the Universal Declaration into a series of problems of limited scope, each to be tackled in a separate treaty as soon as the opportunity for doing so successfully can be seized, somewhat like fitting together the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. The International Labor Organization has long taken this tack, although there are differences of opinion as to what its experience proves. Likewise, apart from the covenants, a number of conventions dealing
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with human rights have so far issued from the United Nations, but their lesson is still highly conjectural.

It is certain that, beginning next year, considerable attention will be paid in the United Nations to the ways and means of implementing obligations formerly agreed upon. This will also be a capital concern of the intergovernmental conference which is scheduled to meet at Tehran in the spring of 1968 to mark the observance of the International Human Rights Year. On the other hand, the suspicion may prove well founded that appreciable results can be expected only from regional arrangements along the lines of the European Convention of Human Rights, which has been, by and large, remarkably effective. There may be some confirmation of this view in the admirable, though less imposing, work of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.

An even sterner school of modesty fastened the so-called “action programme” on the United Nations in 1953. This has “three main parts, namely triennial reports on human rights, studies of specific rights or groups of rights, and advisory services in the field of human rights.” The United States Government of the day proposed this programme as a complete substitute for covenants and conventions from which it had disassociated itself, more or less on the ground that morality cannot be legislated.

If official statements may be believed, present American policy is at least somewhat more enthusiastic. In any event, the “action programme” was set in motion, although supposedly without prejudice to other United Nations efforts. It has, of course, some unattractive features. For instance, the periodic reports of governments, when rendered, have not always, it seems, been models of intellectual sincerity. Nonetheless, the surveys and seminars carried out

---
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under this programme have probably had some subtle educative effect, which is all to the good; surely "what John Stuart Mill called the 'centralizing of knowledge' is one of the major civilizing influences of government at both the international and national level."\footnote{105}

III. THE FUTURE ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS (1968-1992)

In the long run, the advancement of human rights must depend on the character and spirit of the people who are to enjoy them.\footnote{108} This, although an old truth, is only a half-truth. It is no less important to have political values asserted in the form of obligatory rules. It gives them fixity and force. It may also so educate men "that the spirit of the laws can in time suffuse the laws of the spirit."\footnote{107} At the least, it leaves for those who would turn a people into hateful paths "one hard nut to crack."\footnote{108} These last are Lincoln's words about the Declaration of American Independence. In the same speech, there are also some lines which aptly sum up the intendment of the authors of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

They meant simply to declare the right, so that enforcement of it might follow as fast as circumstances should permit. They meant to set up a standard maxim for free society, which should be familiar to all, and revered by all; constantly looked to, constantly labored for, and even though never perfectly attained, constantly approximated, and thereby constantly spreading and deepening its influence . . . . \footnote{109}

How much influence the Universal Declaration has actually had upon ordinary people is difficult to say. I am wary of claiming too much for it. Nonetheless, the Declaration has surely left an appreciable imprint on a number of official acts of the United Nations and individual governments.\footnote{110} It has occasionally been in-
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\footnote{107 Cahn, The Sense of Injustice 109 (1949).}
\footnote{108 3 The Works of Abraham Lincoln 25 (Clifford & Miller ed. 1908) (Speech at Springfield, June 26, 1857).}
\footnote{109 Id. at 24.}
voked as an index of the content of those rights which the members
of the United Nations have pledged themselves to promote and has
been mentioned in a large body of resolutions, exemplifying its par-
ticular provisions, in which there has been a tendency to speak of
the Declaration as standing on a footing with the Charter.

It has also had a clear impact on regional efforts, particularly
in Europe, and on national law.111 These tendencies provide some
support for those who would conclude that the Declaration has be-
come a statement of positive obligation, "a kind of authentic inter-
pretation of the Charter"112 in the matter of human rights. However,
this conclusion is somewhat at odds with the abundant and
emphatic assertions of its authors that the Declaration was not to
be legally binding. For the most part, they supposed that it was
entitled only to respect by virtue of its great moral force, although
as Professor Lauterpacht showed, there are crucial provisions of the
Declaration which are so drafted as to verge on moral imbecility.118

On the whole, I think, the Declaration, while not positive law,
is something more compelling than a simple expression of faith.
The issue is, of course, bound up with the broader question of the
legal effect of resolutions of the General Assembly. In this regard,
compiling a list of sources of international law may be somewhat
useless. It would, perhaps, be more satisfactory to approach the
problem by asking what rule a candid mind would choose as "most
in conformity with reason and justice for the solution of any par-
ticular controversy."114 The sources of law are hardly more than
limitations on choice. They are matters which it would be unrea-
sonable or inconvenient not to consult. This is, I suggest, the posi-
tion of the provisions of the Universal Declaration, namely, the ex-
pression of the collective opinion of a large community which, in a
case where choice is open, it would be unreasonable not to con-
sider. They are not necessarily rules of decision but are surely the
stuff of which decisions are made.

There is a further ground for not taking the Declaration to be
binding in too strict a sense. The rights it sets out are cast in os-
tensibly absolute terms. Yet, plainly, they cannot be left unquali-
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rights can agree to a list of the rights only if it is conceded that they are subject to limitation. But, to conserve agreement, the limitations must not be stated with conspicuous clarity. This is not to say, however, that declarations of rights are a hollow exercise. Once a human right is agreed upon, government is under some obligation to justify any prima facie infringement of it.\textsuperscript{116} To assert a human right is, in effect, to claim that the destruction of a particular value requires justification. The type of justification required will depend upon how a given right is qualified. The Universal Declaration itself contains in article 29, paragraph 2 the germ of a scheme of qualification which recognizes that the law may impose limitations on the exercise of human rights, "for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society."\textsuperscript{116}

The translation of human rights into covenants, conventions, and national constitutions is as much a matter of defining "the range of permissible restrictions with greater particularity"\textsuperscript{117} as it is a matter of setting out enforceable guarantees. This is not always appreciated by those of us who are used to the United States Constitution which lays down basic human rights in terms of high generality and puts the whole process of qualification into the hands of the judiciary. The American Bill of Rights permits considerable flexibility over a period of time, but much depends upon the outlook of the judges. It is widely thought that this is not a very desirable approach to the drafting either of international instruments or of new national constitutions, at least not if these are meant to be legally enforceable.

In any event, a textual scheme of qualification is hardly the end of the matter. Such a scheme has also to be drawn in highly general terms. The result, for the most part, is not to set precise limits but rather to indicate the countervailing values according to which the propriety of a particular instance of repression should be tested. The qualification of a guarantee is essentially a determination of those values which are entitled to serious consideration by whoever has charge of interpreting the text. Differing types of defeasibility within a single document reflect a preliminary ranking of
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ADVANCEMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

It is likewise an exercise in grading when certain rights are made legally enforceable, and others are made subject to only "a general affirmation of devotion"\(^{118}\) or to any of the possibilities which lie between these two extremes. In short, the design of an effective human rights instrument is very largely a matter of the grading of relative rights, the recognition of differentials of practicality and importance, and the positivisation of a hierarchy of values.

A textual statement can point, in more or less general terms, to acceptable modes of justification for restricting human rights. It cannot, however, substitute for the patient dissection of the justifiability of what is done or undone in a specific case. Yet such analysis is crucial.\(^{119}\) The reality of a right is imperiled with every available limitation, but, of course, there must be limits. The difficulty is that these limits may be drawn more tightly than the circumstances warrant. As things stand, nearly every government is a judge in its own cause. The danger is not only that evil men who care nothing for human rights may drive them out with counterfeit restrictions but there is also the risk of serious misjudgment by people who are simply deaf to the pitch of some peculiar value.

This deafness may be a national trait. In certain respects, the problem is one which confronts much of modern international law. The general inclination is, I think, to refer rules of law to the ends which they are supposed to subserve.\(^{120}\) But these ends are not always consistent with one another. This results in rules of a very "open texture"\(^{121}\) which provide a large space for discretion in the solution of any particular case. This approach almost invites misuse so long as each government allows no other judge of its powers than itself. Impartial oversight is as much required in striking a respectable balance between the rival aims embodied in law as it is in settling the question of what the facts in controversy really are.

It may not be necessary for external scrutiny to take the form of judicial review. There are, besides human rights that cannot be enforced practically through adjudication, examples in national experience of checks on government other than the ordinary courts which have worked out quite well. These may not, however, be
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engraftable elsewhere, least of all on an international body. One of the best-known examples is the Scandinavian ombudsman. What might have amounted to a roughly comparable institution 122 is the proposal for a commissioner for human rights which is presently being seriously considered in the United Nations, although it is probable that the commissioner's office will be quite constricted — a mere adjutancy allowing of no particular initiative. 123

So far as concerns the classical rights of liberty, "it is difficult to think of any alternative to judicial review which does not have graver defects of its own." 124 This is true, I think, on the international as on the national level. But the design of legal institutions must account, in part, for conflicting communal aims. Judicial review has not on the whole met with great favor in national constitutions, nor is regular international adjudication of human rights issues a very likely prospect for the immediate future. The primary reliance has to be extracurial. No doubt the United Nations will, in any event, continue adding to the mixed lot of committees and commissioners which are more or less concerned with advancing human rights. The problem of coordinating their efforts will, no doubt, assume increasing importance.

The crucial question, however, is whether any of these institutions can be aptly designed 125 to protect human rights effectively. For instance, in authenticating restrictions on a human right, neutral judgment is essential. That much of judicial method cannot be excluded. However, this limits the kind of institution to which cases involving human rights can be usefully referred. It may also limit the tasks which any one body can usefully undertake. There is, for example, a degree of incompatibility between judicial and conciliatory functions. 126 It is a fault, perhaps, of the covenant on civil and political rights 127 and of the convention on racial discrimination 128 that both seriously rely on methods of conciliation. These methods are said, however, to have some use in resolving questions of fact. Perhaps no more should be expected. In any event,

whether these treaties can even begin to work probably hinges on
the extent to which the parties opt, as they may, to give the right
of petition to their individual victims. Any institution to which
only governments have access is of dubious utility.

"[T]he problem of judicial interpretation" said Pollock, "is to
hold a just middle way between excess of valour and excess of cau-
tion."129 No tribunal, I suppose, ever holds a straight course. The
European Commission on Human Rights has so far been remark-
ably cautious.130 No doubt the provisions of any instrument deal-
ing with human rights must go through cycles of interpretation.
These reflect, of course, the political and social conditions of the
period. They are also related to the currents of intellectual history.
Perhaps the next quarter-century will prove that moral ideals are
susceptible of objective verification. I am inclined to think not.
"It is a singular anxiety which some people have that we should
all think alike."131 But technical oecumenicity will surely mean a
wider sharing of those experiences, including education, which cu-
mulate in convictions of value. This is hopeful for it may some-
what enhance "the degree to which men are sensitive as to wrong-
doing and desirous to right it."132 It is not necessary that scepticism
should imperil common decency. "To realize the relative validity
of one's convictions," said Schumpeter, "and yet stand for them un-
flinchingly is what distinguishes a civilized man from a barbar-
ian."133
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